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**Title word cross-reference**

\( (\bar{X}, s_c) \) [ECK04].  
\( (\bar{X}, v_c) \) [ECK04].  
\( (p, q) \) [IMR17].  
1, 2, 3 [SMDS11].  
2 [EN11, GKSU15, Grö14].  
\( 2^k \) [Law08].  
\( 2^{k-p} \) [Law08].  
2 \( \times 2 \) [ILS11].  
3 [AMMRP14, GGK10, LPLPD14].  
4 [HWY18].  
$69.99$ [Pos15].  
\( \alpha \) [LPLPD14, dVSWAL17].  
\( F \) [Ram00].  
\( G \) [NE20].  
\( K \) [KSBZ16, PG15, HFKB12, Lei10, MAK06].  
\( N \) [MMR20, HMR+13].  
\( p \) [MF15, ZD17].  
\( Q \) [JWHS16].  
\( T \) [Pat00, AHvD09, LM13, MP99, Som98, Som01].

- **Components** [MP99].  
- **Function** [PG15].  
- **Gram** [HMR+13].  
- **Level** [Grö14].  
- **Means** [HFKB12, KSBZ16].  
- **Mixture** [MMR20].  
- **Modeling** [NE20].  
- **Modes** [Lei10].  
- **Parameter** [HWY18].  
- **Shape** [LPLPD14].  
- **Stable** [dVSWAL17].  
- **State** [AMMRP14].  
- **Statistics** [JWHS16].

//dsarkar.fhcrc.org/lattice/ [Gro08].
1.1 [Ber01]. 1.4.2 [Kar06]. 1.7.3 [Ros08]. 111833258X.html [But15].
1118762614.html [Kha15a]. 13ARIMA [SE18].

2.0 [GK16, KCM08, SBL+10, Sch06]. 2.5 [Sto12]. 2011 [LCK11]. 2nd
[CH11, Dem17, DN17, Dow19, Edd09a, GR17a, GR18a, Grö15a, Hel15, Hel16b,
Hel17, Hel18, Kha16c, Kha17a, Kha18c, Kha20, KN17, Lor18, Mai09c, SCD07].

3.0 [WK18, WWH04, Ziv11, Mac12]. 3rd [Pav20, San10a].

4th [Ros17].

6.4 [MLVMY05].

90 [KKH10, KH13, Mil04, MHdL12, Som98, SB01]. 95 [Gen06].
978-0-19-967113-7 [Han15]. 978-0-19-982763-3 [Hil15a].

Analogue [PLRC10]. Analyses [KSS+07]. Analysing [KWE+17]. Analysis [Kha18a, Kha18b, KE14, KS10, Kle16, KR09, Kro16, KT10, KKH10, Lal17, LDMH21, LCK11, LRTGA12, LCL+08, Law08, LJIH08, LMO+19, Lei10, Len09a, LFF17, LZHC17, LL11, LC10, LSL20, LRN18b, uUJ13, LSvdVK09, LSvdV19, Lor18, LV16, Lum08, Lmn04, LCS14, LWOW18, MF14, MS19, MdL10, MHH17, MIG12, MBK18, LMB+07, NGVCLS19, NG07, NO06, NGBK12, Num15, Obe14, Ost20, OK14, PB15, PPGD15, PP18, PV20, RB19, RJH14, RS05, Riz06, RFKM12, RMG12, RGD12, Röv20, San06, San10a, SBL+10, SMM+15, Sch06, Sch11, SP01, Spa06, SLMV17, SGS+14, TV11, TPE19, TMN16, TM05, TD07, TYH+14, TF09, US10, VM09a, Ver18, Vin17, WLV+18, WDvW+11, WO97, WS11].

Analysis [WM14, WG10, Wic11, WIl14a, WEH11, YR19, Yee10, ZG11, Zhe15, Zha14, ZQS16, Zha07, ZK12, dS11, dL05b, dLM09c, dWFPI1, vdA07, vdA12, vdHvB16, VMY02, GR17a, Hel16b, Edd09a, Eks13, Ell09, Fri12, How16a, Mai09c, VM10, dL05a]. Analytics [Kil16, Lal16, Otn17, Rus15]. Analyze [EBO+13, GW18, MdUÁC10]. AnalyzeFMRI [BDdM11]. Analyzing [BT05, BCHY09, BKL05, CB17, DHM11, Eva14, GRMS11, GR16a, GRD13, Gos11, Grö14, KAK05, LX12, MMRP11, Mug10, O011, RR11, SWAF15, SZ11, Sch16, SM07, dL17, Dow19]. Anchoring [WK11]. anchors [WK11]. and/or [KM16]. Anderson [MM04]. Andy [Hii15]. Angoff [MF14].

Dow16, Dow17, Dow18, Edd09b, Edd09a, Edd09c, Edd11, Edd12b, Edd12a, Eks10, Eks13, Ell09, Eva11, Eva14, Fay18, Fox05a, Fri12, Gen06, Gle16, GR16b, GR17a, GR17b, GR18a, Gou05, Gou10, Grö10a, Grö11, Grö13, Grö15b, Grö15a, Grö16, Grö17, Grö18a, Grö19, Gro18c, Gro08, Gum07, Ham10, Har08, Hel15, Hel16a, Hel16b, Hel17, Hel18, Hel20, Hil06, Hil07, Hil09a, Hil09b, Hil10b, Hil10a, Hil15a, Hil15b, Hof15, How11, How15a, How15b, How16a, How16b, Iac15, Iac17, JS13, Kha15b, Kha15a, Kha16a, Kha16b, Kha16c, Kha17a, Kha17b, Kha18a, Kha18b, Kha18c, Kha20.

Book [Kil16, KN17, Kuk09, Lal16, Lal17, Lan17, Len09a, Leo10, Lor17, Lor18, Mai06, Mai07, Mai09a, Mai09b, Mai08, Mai09c, Mai09, Mat13, Mat15, Mat16b, Mat16a, McN14, MT14, Mor18, Mul16, Mun14, Mur05, Mur06, Nun15, Oom10, Otn17, Pav16, Pav20, Pie05, Pos15, Ros09, Ros17, Rui16, Rus15, Sab07, SL09, San06, San07, San09, San10b, San10a, San11, SCD07, Sar09, Sch08, She11, Soe10, Spa06, Str10, Unw09, VM09b, VM09a, VM10, Web16, Wic08b, Wic08a, Wic10, Wi14a, Wi19, Wi14b, Xu06, Ya10, Zei15, Zei16, Zho10, dl05b, dl05c, dl05a, dl06, dl07, dl08, dl09a, dl09b, dl12].

BG18, EWMR20. Computations [DR11, KJ14, Mat16c, WM18].

Compute [Jur15, LSvdVK09, LSvdV19, McB06, NGVCFLS19, Phi10, dSJDdSF14].

Computer [DHF15, EC06, Han05, KOS20, MVb15, PPGD15, Pet97a, Pet97b, RGD12, San09, SV14, Hed99]. Computerized [MR12, MB17].

Computing [AGM07, Bai04, Cha10, CSY15, Den16, DKT20, Esm14, FBdLF12, FT08, FMM*20, Gio09, HSH07, JMS*09, KEW13, Kha03, LP13, LCK11, LZ15, Pan09, SFS12, SME*09, SDDD12, SL11, VMY02, WSZ12, Zei04, Udi00, Mat15]. Concave [CGS09, DR11]. Concomitant [GL08].


Constant [GL08]. Constants [GSW20]. Constrained [BFRP13, Gre17, LM14, LM19, LC10, Mug10, MhdL12, Rec10a].


Content [Mai08]. Context [RG07]. Contiguity [Rec10a].


| Count       | GF15, HD18, JD15, KM16, KBMB19, LFF17, SSH16, SF16, ZKJ08. |
| D           | Han15, Nun15, BS13, EN11, FF14, GGK10, GKSU15, LPLPD14, WG00.  D-STEM [FF14].  D-Vine [BS13].  DAD [RG07].  DAKS [US10].  Dale [MH05].  Daniel [Zei16].  Darling [MM04].  DATA [MT14, Alm10, ABZ17, ABZ20, AD15, AB17, BL14, Bai04, Bak20, BFRP13, Bar06, BPP17, BdMM08, Ber01, BBG12, BK17, BGR15, BdDM11, Bow10, Boy05, BW01, BWMB21, BkVT+14, BEHB17, But08a, CB17, CBDM07, CBGN14, CCH15, CYK+09, CBHK21, CNLR19, CG10, CM08, Dow17, Dow19, DM19, Du07, ESO16, Ell09, ECW+12, FS10a, FbdFI2, Fcl12, Fer11, FDGD16, FBG15, FM18, FK17, Fri12, Fri06, Fuj17, GHR18, GAS15, GP12, GF15, GKZ16, GGK10, GR17a, GCA12, GU07, Gos11, Grö15a, Grö18a, Gro08, HD10, HBF17, HD18, HOB+08b, HK20, Har08, HW20, HM18, Hel17, HH19, HRBP15, HC05, HKB11, HCW12, HJS16, IP08, Jac15, Iac17, Jac11, Jaf19, JM15, JHL+20, JD15, JH16, KM16, KEW13, Kha18a, KBMB19, KS10, KZ03, KSS+07, KK14].  Data [KT10, Lal16, Lan14, LDHM21, LRGTA12, LMO+19, Lei10, LSPvdL17, LM03, LGF+18, Lor17, LP17, MBGK18, MNA+97, MH05, MSCCV05, MMRP11, MCM12, MD18, MP12, MdUÁC10, MN14, LMB+07, Mun14, Mur03, NGBK12, NL12, NOT08, NRD16, Nun15, OL17, PP17, Pw16, Pw12, Pen08a, P19, PV14, PPC15, PU13, QY19, Riz10, Riz16, RD21, RMG12, RVCG19, San06, SGK03, SH14, Sar09, SP14, Sav16, ZS11, Sch16, She11, SCS13, SYC08, SF16, SF19, SvdLN17, Sól09, Spa06, Su07, TDRD15, TKM15, |
Data [ZQS16, dS11, dSdSCLC18, vdLdJ21, How15a, Mai09c, Ach09, Arm19, But15, Dem18a, Grö17, Hel20, Hii09a, How15a, Kha20, Mai08, San10a, Wic08b].

Data-Driven [LDHM21, WBEE19, How15a].

Database [MBK18].

Database-Inspired [MBK18].

Databases [NRG17].

datacollection.com [Iac15].

DataGraph [Mac12].

dataMaid [PE19].

Datasets [Mur06, RPC15].

Dates [GW11].

DATforDCEMRI [Fer11].

dawai [CFSR15].

Dayal [Hof15].

dbEmpLikeGOF [MVS13].

DBKGrad [MP14].

dbmss [MTPL15].

dbscan [HPD19].

DCE [Fer11].

DCE-MRI [Fer11].

DCluster [GRMMR19].

ddalpha [PMD19].

deal [BD03].

decon [WW11].

Deconvolution [Fer11, NE20, RS07, WW11].

deconvolveR [NE20].

Deducer [Fel12].

Deepayan [Gro08].

Degradation [CP12].

Degradation [Fer11].

Delay [JvdBP07].

Delta [MF14].

deltaPlotR [MF14].

demogR [Jon07].

Demonstrative [Xie13].

Demonstration [CCD09, NRG17].

Dendrograms [SHFB17].

Densities [MW12, Nag18].

Density [AM14, CGRvD15, CGS09, DHM11, DR11, Du007, DP03, HPD19, HS18, MW12, Pav15, VDT14, Wol12].

Density-Based [HPD19].

DEoptim [MAG11].

Dependence [BDMP15, BS13, CFHBK11].

Dependent [KO06].

Dependence [FV13].

depmixS4 [VS10].

Depth [LZ15, PMD19].

Depth-Based [PMD19].

Derivative [WM18].

Derivatives [BRC98, MS11].

Deriving [Arc10].

Descent [FHT10, GRS12, SFHT11].

Description [CA17].

Descriptive [Dha10, Ruf09].

Design [BPB09, CKE20, DHF15, Esm14, GG16, Gra07, Gro11, HSL11, HR14, HMM21, HZSW10, LVK11, LW03, MvB14, OWA20, WWG09, Wol15, ZP13, Grö10a, Len09a].

Design-Based [HMM21].

Designed [FBF14].

Designing [JPM19, RSW15, YZZ18].

Designs [JPM19, RSW15, YZZ18].

Detect [ESKHB20].

Detecting [CGC11, ZPZW21].

Detection [GRMMR19, McB06, RG07, Ros15, SSH16].

Determining [CGBN14].

Deterministic [MRC15].

Developed [RG07].

Developer [BG18].

Developer-Friendly [BG18].

Developing [Gen06].

Development [BKvT14, RFKM12].

Developments [JLZ05, vdA12].

deviances [Can04a].

deviation [SM12].

Devices [FK17].

DFT [Cer17].

dglars [AMW14].

Diagnose [HBB108c].

Diagnosis [GRK16, MdIT20, TB17].

Diagnostic [Bar96, BKvT14, GR18b, LRRACSGS14, LX12, Ngu07, NAA17, PJSPC17, RG07, Ver18].

Diagnostics [LH14, SGRY11].

Diagonal [KN05].

Diagonalization [MNT17].

Diagram [DD07].

Diagrams
dynamicnetwork [BdMM08].
implemented [PSW07]. Implementing
[BP15, HI20, Scu17]. Implemented [PSW07]. Implementing
[BK11, DD07, EN11, HHvdWZ08, JMD08, LSPvdL17, PK08, SR18, Tri03, Udi00, Wel18, Wil14b, ZMG07]. Import [VYD+12]. Importance
[AH08, GT10, Grö06, RJJH14]. Importing [Mur09]. Improved
[Car15, MZ08, dSjdSF14]. ImpuR [RG07]. Impurity [RG07]. Impuition
[CGK11, CF08, Dem18a, Kha20, KT16, RW11, SH09, SDJ20, SGHY11, Yua11, Yuc11, vBO11]. IMPUTE [CGK11]. Including
[Gan15, JLZJ05]. Incomplete [BRC98, OK14]. Incremental
[BILL10, Har10, Sav16]. Indicator [PRS18]. Indicators [AT13, KPRP+19]. Indices [SFS12]. Individual
[SD17]. Induced [Mar06a]. Inductive [Sch06]. Industry [Mat16b]. Inequality [Grö10b, JP16, MDH12]. Infectious [JGM18]. Infer.NET
[LWOW18]. Inference
[BFRP13, BH+17, BFH+14, BEHB17, BGM06, CCF19, Can17, iM16, GTDT20, Grö10b, GV12, HIKS11, HL07, HRX16, ILS11, KMC+12, Kin04, KN16, MHT07, RJJH14, SH14, SH17, SVMRMP17, SHBZ14, Smit07, SBMD14, TDRD13, TDRD15, TR17, VV13, VGDM+18, ZMG07]. Inferences [WCLS20]. inference
[SH17]. Inflated [KN05, LC10]. Informatics [Guh07, Lal16]. Information
[BG18, CFSR15, Day01, Jos05, KH13, PV14, SSS+20, Wan13a]. informR
[MB15]. Infrastructure [FHM08, FK17, HH07a, TSH20, ZG05, vdLdJ21]. INLA [BGRR15, LR15a, MMR20]. inlinedocs [HWPG13]. Innovations
[Pir10]. Inputs [GT10]. Inspired [MBK18]. Instrumental [AW16]. Intake
[PZK+12]. Intake.epis.food [PZK+12]. Integer [Han06a]. Integrals
[Som98]. Integrated [CP12, Ed09a, RFKM12, WdVW+11]. Integration
[Dah20, EF11, Kuo03, RR11]. Intensity [RG07]. Interaction
[ESKHB20, NMB15]. Interactions [Tak16]. Interactive [BM97b, BCAB07, BGSC10, BW01, DKMT11, Gan15, HKL09, Jos05, LLS15, NL12, SHFB17, SD13, The02, TD07, Udi05, Ver12, VYD+12, IGIRL09, Udi00, VM09a]. interactively [VMY02]. Interdependency [DK18]. Interface
[AB12, CCH15, Den16, Dow16, Dnm09, Fox05b, FC12, KCCG11, LL10, LsvdV19, MRHA20, RFKM12, SLS+12, SGS+14, UAK+15, WLH+18]. Interfaces
[Cha16, HL09, Unw12, VML12]. Interfacing [Woo16]. Interference
[SH17]. Intermediate [Har08, Hel17, Yal10]. Internal
[KCM08]. International [CB17, LCK11]. Interpretation [San06]. Interpreter [DC09]. Interpreting [TWK03]. Interval
[AB17, FS10a, TG17, YZZ+20, FS10a]. Interval-Censored [TG17]. Intervals
[Kel07, Kha18c, KPSH15, LCD18, New05, SB01, You10, MJ00]. Interventions [MJGM10]. Introducing
[AH12, BKT14, Han05, Han06b, Han07b, Han12, LC10, LGF+18, WMS17]. Introduction
[AFJZ11, Ed09c, Eks13, GR18a, HHH08a, HBF17, Hel15, Hii15b, Hof15, Kha17a, KN17, KP07, Mal06, MvS07a, OHD17, San09, San11, Thi14, Tho11, WWH04, Xu06, dLM07, DN17, Hli10b, Mal09, Pie05, Sch08].


Mix [SH17]. mixAK [KK14]. Mixed
[BMBW15, CGK11, CA17, CLL17, DKT20, FS13, FM18, GHR18, Ger14, GKR16, GZK12, Had10, HH14, HW20, HN13, HSG12, JP16, Kol16, KSPR16, KBC17, LSC09, Lec14, LG11, MF15, NW04, PLPL17, Sch11, TV11, VDT14, WM18, Wee10, ZLC18, Hed99, Chr09]. Mixed-Effects
[BMBW15, NN13, Kol16, Lec14, Hed99]. Mixed-Format [Wee10]. Mixed-Type [FM18]. mixexp [LW16]. MixMAP [MF15]. mixmod [LIL+15]. MIXNO [Hed99]. MIXREGLS [HN13, Lec14]. MixSim [MCM12]. mixtools [BCHY09]. Mixture [AHvD09, BCHY09, BSVT12, BER+16, BMGT15, FSLZ12, HH19, HS18, KG17, LW16, LM18, Lei04, LHAI+15, M SCCV05, MMR20, PCL13, Sav16, Su07]. Mixtures [Can17, GL08, HG14, LM13, MNA+97, PMM18]. MLDS [KM08]. MLGA [Jur15]. mlirt [Fox07]. mlogit [Cro20]. ml [Hot20]. MLwiN [LC13, ZPC+16]. MM [AH12, DV20]. mmeta [LCSC14]. mnlogit [HWM16]. MNM [NO11]. MNP [IV05]. Mode [AARCRC21, Meu13, MD18]. Model [AEL10, AMYR16, AWBM18, BdUÁ18, Bar96, BBG12, BGI17, BK15, BYPJ19, Bro15, CdM10, CN18, Den16, DM18, DBBD07, FR07, GRMMR19, GRS12, HD10, HSM16, HZSW10, HSG12, HWY18, Ja19, LIL+15, Lei13, LM19, LC10, MRC15, Mar06a, MH05, MMRP11, Mel16, MGH18, NW04, PKZ+12, PT11, NIM07, Sch11, SR18, She08b, TMW18, WB08, ZC10, ZF15, dS11, IV05, SFHT11, Gum07]. Model-Based [AWBM18, BBG12, BGI17, BYPJ19, Bro15, GRMMR19, LIL+15, Mel16, SR18, FR07, Gum07]. Modeler [Woo16]. Modeling [AB12, BG18, Bv20, BS15, BSVT12, BS13, Car13, CYK+09, CBHK21, Der10, DOV17, FR15, Fox07, FEvdL07, GF15, GTDT20, Gra16, Grö15b, HD12, Hel16b, How15a, How15b, HS18, Hua20, Jac16, JHQ+11, JMG18, Kha15b, KCCG11, KP07, KY10, KSPR16, KMM+17, Kuk09, LC13, Lee13, LRI18a, Mdlt20, MH07, MF15, ML12, Mv07b, NE20, PP17, PR07, PRS18, Riz06, Ros12, SH07, Sel11, SK05, SCL+18, SYC08, SF16, SF19, Tri03, VPCS14, VKN18, VP18, XW20, YFK+15, Ziv11, SCD07]. Modelling [Har10, HC05, Heoj04, LR15a, Mur15, PHF10, Riz10, SP10]. Models [ASB11, AB17, ALV07, AMMRP14, ABC19, ABB+19, Arm09, AMW14, BMBW15, BR07, BP19a, BTP17, BWM15, Bel11b, BHY09, BER+16, BVE+15, Bon18, Bos11, BKL05, BRG20, BMGT15, Bür17, Bur12, Caf06, CdM10, Can04a, CG15, CP11, CP12, CKY14, Chr09, CGC14, CLL17, cro20, DBZ+11, DP12, Den16, DH05, DMC06, Dun99, Eva14, FDB12, Fic12, FBC07, FBG15, Fir05, FC11, Fot03, Fox03, FH09, FIB18, FBS12, FHT10, Fri06, Gau15, GH18, Gas11, GRK+16, Ger14, GF15, GKR16, GKC15, GR18a, Góm15, Go14, Gra07, GT01, GH11, Gu14, Had10, HH14, HW16, HW20, HXY12, H16b, HH19, HHV20, Hoh18, HL07, HX16, HHB+08c, ICL16, IM05, JvdpB07, Jac11, JLZJ05, JFDB15, JP16, JCM19, Joh07, JMS+09, Jon07, KMC+12, KN05, KL14]. Models [Kha17a, KBMB19, KAK05, KR10a, Kol16, KV13, KMG+13, KH08, KSP15, Kuh08, KBC17, LS02a, LCD18, Lei04, LFF17, LG11, LHA+15, LH14, LP17,
Lum96, Mai06, MH07, MPI18, McI16, MSCCV05, MMR20, Men11, MR18, MP12, Mil17, MW19, ML11, MTvdM15, MBR11, MHD17, MMHO8, MHDl12, MRL12, NAA17, OH11, OHD17, Obe14, OC15, PPGD15, Pen03, PA11, Pet97b, PV14, Pet10, PP11, Pfa08, PKC+20, Pir10, PLPL17, Put11, QY19, Rec10b, Riz16, RST19, RMG12, SF18, San07, San11, Sar16, SD17, SP14, Sch11, SL18, She08a, She10, Sho13, SHBZ14, SR07b, SMV17, SBMD14, SM07, TMK17, TV11, TR17, TM05, TR14, TH08, TGG17, TF12, UNBK17, UAK+15, Van11, VD14, WW11, Wan13b, WM18, WZQW20, Whe14, WMR16, XWHL15, ZMG07, ZLHK02.

Models [ZKJ08, ZCI+16, ZLC18, dSJdSF14, dWFP11, Hil09a].
Modern [DKMT11, Gou10, Hil15a, Dow17, Mai09a, Rui16, dL05c, dL12].
Modifed [Lei10].
Modifying [MB15].
Modified [Tri03].
Modular [Han06b].
Module [SBMD14].
MOEADr [CBA20].
Mokken [vdA07, vdA12].
Molecular [BKvT+14].
Moment [GB20].
Moments [Cha10, Phi10].
Momocs [BPGC14].
Mondrian [The02].
Monitoring [SSH16].
Monkeying [Mar05].
Monogan [How16b].
Monotone [DV20].
Monte [BFFN19, KCCG11, BM97a, CGRvD15, CGC11, DK18, GB20, Joh09, LT16, MQP11, She08a, She08b, SP10, War02, Zho15].
Monty [MT98].
Monge [Gle16].
Morphometrics [Bow09].
Morse [GP12].
Mortality [MP14, Mug10, VLM18].
MortalitySmooth [Cam12].
Most [Hot20].
mosum [MKC21].
Mother [NMB15].
Motion [Coe00].
Motions [DC05].
Moult [EBO+13, EBO+13].
Moving [LRN18b, MKC21].
movMF [HG14].
MPCI [SFS12].
Mplot [TMW18].
MR [EC06].
MRI [Ach09, FT11, Fer11, TF11].
mrite [FT11].
MS [KSS+07].
msBP [Can17].
MSGARCH [ABB+19].
ms [Jac11].
msr [GP12].
msSurv [FDB12].
MST [CSNF18].
mstate [dWFP11].
MTPmlm [VGD+18].
multgee [Tou15].
Multi [ASB11, BP19b, CP11, Had10, Jac11, JPM19, Kao09, KSP15, LQC+12, MvB14, MZ06, MvS07b, MLMK12, NAG21, Pen03, Put11, SDDD12, She08b, dWFP11].
Multi-Arm [JPM19].
Multi-dimensional [Pen03].
Multi-Language [SDDD12].
Multi-Objective [BP19b, Kao09, MLMK12].
Multi-Regional [LQC+12].
Multi-Response [Had10].
Multi-Stage [JPM19].
Multi-State [ASB11, CP11, Jac11, KSP15, Put11, dWFP11].
Multi-Subject [MvB14].
Multi-Threading [Nag21].
Multi-Unidimensional [She08b].
Multi-way [MZH06, MvS07b].
Multiblock [BD18].
MultiBUGS [GTD20].
Multiclass [CC08].
Multicore [Hof11].
Multidimensional [BS18, Cha12, Cha16, GvdV16, LBW18, dL05c, dLM09b].
Multidisciplinary [Kuk09].
Multifactor [Pet97a].
Multifractional [DC05].
Multilevel [Bir17, CGK11, CC11, DBBD07, Fos03, Fox07, Grs15b, Hil09a, LC13, dS11].
Multilevel/Hierarchical [Hil09a].
multimode [AACRC21].
Multinomial [CGC14, FHH09, HW16, SD17, Tou15, MJ00, IV05].
Multiobjective [CBA20].
multipanelfigure [GC18].
Multiphase [HMM21].
multiPIM [RJH14].
Multiple [ALV07, Bon18, CGK11, CFHK11, GC18, HWY18, JM15, JLZJ05, Kla18, KPSH15, KT10, KR13, LSvdV19, OH11, Ost20, SP14,
SH09, SB01, SDJ20, SGHY11, WGSL12, Yua11, Yuc11, ZC10, RW11].

Multiple-Objective [HWY18]. Multiple-Table [WGSL12]. MultipleCar [LSvdV19]. multiplex [Ost20]. Multiplication [LBW18]. Multiplicative [AH12, Pet97b]. Multiplicity-Adjusted [SFC20]. Multiresolution [SCS13]. Multiscale [Can17]. Multistate [FDB12]. multitable [WGSL12]. Multivariable [AS02, CCH15]. Multivariate [AG19, AS04, AH12, AWBM18, BS18, BEHB17, CSNF18, CSY15, CHML17, CO16, CGS09, Du07, Eks10, Eva11, FDGD16, FBC07, FBR15, FBG15, Fri06, GKSU15, Gro08, Han12, HHV20, JM15, JJJ14, JMS+09, JH16, Kha16a, KY10, KK14, LDHM21, LCL+08, LJJH08, LM13, LM03, LBC+16, LCSC14, Mai09a, Mai09c, MdL10, NO06, NOT08, NO11, Pen08a, Phi10, PMM18, San06, SFS12, SMM+15, Sek11, Som98, Som01, TDRD15, TPE19, TD07, TF09, Tri03, VW13, WCHB11, Zei16, dL05a, vdHvB16, vBGO11, Kha16c, Kha17b, Mül16, Ros17].


[ATF10, BM97b, HK20, Kle16, PR07, SHR96, TF09, ZKG20, Udi00, Zei06].


Other [BGM06, Den11, DV20, HR14, HM16, RG07]. Outcomes [KMM+17, RSW15, TM15]. Outlier [Law08, McB06]. Outliers [PRS18].

Outline [BPGC14]. Output [Han05, Lei13, Smi07]. Outputs [MRC15, Pap16]. Over-Dispersed [SF19]. Overdispersed [KM16, MHD17, SF16]. Owen [Pat00]. Ox [Bos11, HB17, Pel11].

Ox/SsaPack [Pel11]. Oxford [Han15, Hill15a, Hill15b, How15a].

P [Gle16, Grö16, Gro08, Han15, Hel15, Hill15a, Hill15b, How15a, Kha15b, Mat15, Mat16a, Nun15, Pos15, Rus15, Cam12]. P-Splines [Cam12].

p3state.msm [MMRP11]. PaCAL [KJ14]. Package [ADH11, AEL10, AH08, ACW12, AR14, AMY16, Alb16, AGG13, ATF10, AT13, ASB11, AH12, AD15, AACRC21, ABW13, AWBM18, ASBMB17, AGZ219, Arc10, AHVD99, ABC19, ABB+19, AMW14, AM14, BG18, BT05, BDMP15, BK11, BFFN19, BP19a, BfUAI18, Bar14, BFRP13, BS18, BPP17, BGG+17, BE13, Bat15, BRC+15, Bea17, BBGL17, BCK17, BKT14, BBG12, BMB16, B21G, BSV12, BK17, BdMM15, BP19b, BWvS+07, BVE+15, BN10, Bon18, BDMD11, BPB09, BD03, BD18, BCAB07, Bra15, Bra14, Bra17, BS13, BWMBC21, BPDD08, BKvT+14, BEHB17, Bür17, Bur12, But08a, CdM10, CSNF18, Cam12, CKE20, CBA20, Can17, CCC08, CDP20, CB17, CN18, CFGBK11, CAA15, Cer17, Cha12, CQZ+10, CGB14, Cpak12, CC11, CA17, CKY14, CGC11, CBHK21, CGC14, CFSR15, CFT11, CHML17].

Package [CO16, CM08, Cro20, CF08, CL13, CGS09, CJM06, CI17, DMB18, DLN17, DBZ+11, DC05, DR20, DMD15, Den16, DH05, DW17, DCS20, DM18, DBBD07, DK18, DD07, DOV17, DV20, DM19, DPH18, DS15, DGJ+18, DGP08, EWMR20, ESHK20, EE07, EBO+13, EMU20, Esm14, FS10a, FBdfl12, FT11, FDB12, Fer11, FDG16, FH16, Fie12, FBC07, FO15, FMM+20, FC11, Fok20, Fox07, FEvd107, FH09, FC12, FS20, FM08, FSZ12, FKP17, FGEM12, FN20, FS10b, GR16a, GRD13, GSD12, Gan15, Gas11, GGC+15, GRK+16, Ger14, GP12, GG16, GkZ16, Gk16, Gil15, GKD14, Gio09, GGK10, GLC+15, GKSU15, GCA12, GFS14, GDMB08, GFC12, GU07, Gos11, Gra15, Gra07, GT10, GvdMW09, GW18, Grö06, Grö0b, Grö4, Grö18b, GSW20, GvdLI12, GH11, Gu14, GB20].

Package [GV12, Had10, HPwL15, HHH08a, HX13, HLY06, HH14, HNC18, HD18, HLS11, Han06b, Han07b, Har10, HW16, HD12, HR08, HXY12, HM18, HP09, HH19, HH07b, HMM21, HHV20, HM11, HO20, HMS16, Hoh18, Hej04, HL07, Haj12, HMR+13, HG14, HHvdW08, Hot20, HPK18, HSG12, HGG08, HBB+08c, HG13, HK08, HW18, IP08, IMR17, IoG10, IV05, ILS11, ICL16, JvdBP07, Jac11, JPM19, JAL19, JM15, JJJ14, JP16, JGM18, JHL+20, JD15, JCPL19, Jon07, JH16, KOS20, KMC+12, KSHZ04, KL14, Kas16, Kav15, KK15, KBMB19, Kle08, KWE+17, KE14, KO06, KNI16, Kle16, KLNN20, KNI03, KG17, KR10a, KY10, Kol16, KK14, KSBZ16, KPSH15, KJ14, KV13,
KT16, KPRP+19, KSP15, Kuh08, KR13, KR10b, KBC17, LAF+17, LDHM21, LRGTA12, LNY+20, LJKH08, LIL+15, Lee13]. **Package**

[LM13, LM18, Lee18, LRM18, LMO+19, Lei10, LHS08, LSPvdL17, Len16, LR20, LBW18, LM14, LM19, LFF17, LZHC17, LL11, LBC+16, LC10, LZ15, LSL20, LHA+15, LRRÁCSGS14, dUJ13, LSvdVK09, LX12, LSCSC14, MdlT20, MRC15, MR12, MF14, MB17, MHJS16, MS19, MH07, MdL10, MHE20, MIM20, Mar06a, MH15, MGFÄ+20, MBGK18, MF15, MP14, MPM14, MK07, MOZ8, MS11, MMR20, MKC21, MCM12, Mel16, MJG10, Meu13, MW07, MHH17, MVS13, MW12, MR05, MW19, ML11, MTvdM15, MBR11, MV14, MHD17, MdUÁC10, MN14, MsS07b, MAG+11, Mur03, Mur09, MG09, NR16, Nag18, NG07, NMB15, ND12, NGBK12, NOT08, NO11, NAA17, OH11, OHDF17, Obe14, OR14, OCRC14, OL17, Oom13, OK14, OWA20, Pac07, PPGD15, PP17, Pan18, Pap16, PLRC10, PMW+15, PSS+17, PG15].

**Package**

[PSY20, PP18, Pet10, Pfa08, PSS20, PV20, PO13, PU13, PDM19, PT07, PT09, PT11, PLPL17, FMM18, QY19, dREPI2, RT14, RBBI8, RC17, RJH14, Riz06, Riz10, Riz16, RST19, RR11, RIMG12, Ros15, Ros12, Röv20, RVC19, RSW15, SF18, SBL+10, SFS12, Sar16, SD17, SIR+11, SZ11, SED14, SMM+15, Sch16, SIRC16, Scr13, SR18, Sca10, Sca17, SMMR17, She08b, Sho13, SS19, SKS15, Sim07, Sim07, SYC08, SLS+12, SP10, SPS10, SvdLN17, Sö19, Son12, SMI21, Spe13, SDJ20, SLMV17, SM07, SLG05, SSV+14, SSS+20, TP11, TM17, TM15, TMW18, TV11, TDRD13, TB17, TR17, TPE19, TKM15, TMKD17, TMM16, Th14, TFR16, TK17, TYH+14, Tiv19, TH08, Tou15, TGJ17, TSV20, TF12, UNBK17, ÜKD09, ÜS10, USH18, VV13, VGI09].

**Package**

[VPCS14, Ver18, VKVC15, Vie10, VV16, VKM18, VdL09, Vin17, VYD+12, VS10, WGS12, WMS17, WW11, Wan11, Wan13b, WLH+18, WZL20, WCLS20, Was15, Wec10, WB07, WF12, We18, WDM+11, WZGW20, WHe14, WM14, Wic07, WCHB11, WBE19, Wie04, WM16, XM10, XWHL15, Xie13, XHW+20, Yan07, YZZ+20, YEL18, YFK+15, Yec10, YSH15, You10, YMB20, Yua07, ZA17, ZG11, ZFP+16, ZQS16, Zha07, ZHW17, ZP13, ZPZW21, ZD17, dSJD14, dLM09a, dLM09c, dSdSCLC18, dWFP11, vE17, vDW11, Edl04, Hs18, LM03, Sek11, SAR11, ZLHK02, GR17b]. **Packages**

[Ahn10, BdMM08, DHF15, GAS15, HL09, KMT14, M17, RGD12, SHFB17, TD07]. **PAFit** [PSS20]. **Pages** [Ver12]. **Paired** [HD12]. **Pairwise** [SBMG06]. **Palaeoecology** [Sim07]. **Palettes** [CBAA19, ZFM+20]. **Panel** [ABZ17, BL14, BK11, CM08, Jac11, LP17, MP12, M117]. **Panel-Corrected** [BK11]. **Papers** [Tak16]. **Parallel** [CGRvD15, Den16, GTDT20, GB20, HM16, Hof11, Mat16c, dVSWAL17, SMDS11, SME+09, Sca17, Zho15, dS11]. **Parallelizing** [PLZ+15]. **Parameter** [CLL17, HWY18, MR18, MLMK12]. **Parameterization** [Mug10]. **Parameters** [GL08, RC17, Sar16]. **Parameterwise** [DSH16]. **Parametric**

[CA17, CL13, Cui11, HHI14, HIKS11, Jac16, KL14, KSP15, MS19, MRL12, NMB15, Per03, PKC+20, PSS20, Ros15, SP14, TP11, XHW20].


[Law08]. Posterior [DN99, Smi07]. Potentially [RG07]. Power
[BLR97, Dem11, HSH07, JMS*09, KSPR16, KMG*13, LT16, LR15b, MR05, MLAN02, Pet97b, LT16]. pow2Raw [Gil15]. POWERLIB [JMS*09].

Potentially [DN99, Smi07]. Power [BLR97, Dem11, HSH07, JMS*09, KSPR16, KMG*13, LT16, LR15b, MR05, MLAN02, Pet97b, LT16]. pow2Raw [Gil15]. POWERLIB [JMS*09].

Potentially [DN99, Smi07]. Power [BLR97, Dem11, HSH07, JMS*09, KSPR16, KMG*13, LT16, LR15b, MR05, MLAN02, Pet97b, LT16]. pow2Raw [Gil15]. POWERLIB [JMS*09].

Potentially [DN99, Smi07]. Power [BLR97, Dem11, HSH07, JMS*09, KSPR16, KMG*13, LT16, LR15b, MR05, MLAN02, Pet97b, LT16]. pow2Raw [Gil15]. POWERLIB [JMS*09].

Potentially [DN99, Smi07]. Power [BLR97, Dem11, HSH07, JMS*09, KSPR16, KMG*13, LT16, LR15b, MR05, MLAN02, Pet97b, LT16]. pow2Raw [Gil15]. POWERLIB [JMS*09].

Potentially [DN99, Smi07]. Power [BLR97, Dem11, HSH07, JMS*09, KSPR16, KMG*13, LT16, LR15b, MR05, MLAN02, Pet97b, LT16]. pow2Raw [Gil15]. POWERLIB [JMS*09].

Potentially [DN99, Smi07]. Power [BLR97, Dem11, HSH07, JMS*09, KSPR16, KMG*13, LT16, LR15b, MR05, MLAN02, Pet97b, LT16]. pow2Raw [Gil15]. POWERLIB [JMS*09].

Potentially [DN99, Smi07]. Power [BLR97, Dem11, HSH07, JMS*09, KSPR16, KMG*13, LT16, LR15b, MR05, MLAN02, Pet97b, LT16]. pow2Raw [Gil15]. POWERLIB [JMS*09].

Potentially [DN99, Smi07]. Power [BLR97, Dem11, HSH07, JMS*09, KSPR16, KMG*13, LT16, LR15b, MR05, MLAN02, Pet97b, LT16]. pow2Raw [Gil15]. POWERLIB [JMS*09].


R [BGRR15, Bow10, DN17, Dow16, Dow19, Fay18, GL14, GR17b, GR18a, Gou05, Grö13, Grö15a, Grö15b, Grö18c, Hel17, Hel18, Hii15b, Hof15, Iac15, Khl17a, KP07, La17, Lan17, Lor18, Mat13, McN14, Mor18, MsS07a, Müi16, Otn17, SL09, San07, San09, San10a, Sar09, VM09a, dL05a, dLM07, ADH11, AEL10, ACW12, AR14, AMY16, Aiz12, All16, AGG13, ATF10, AT13, Alm10, AD15, AACRC21, AB17, AWBM18, ASMBMB17, ADN15, Arc10, AHvD09, ABC19, ABB+19, AMW14, AB12, AM14, BM07, BG18, BL14, BT05, BDMP15, BK11, BR07, BS15, BFFN19, BP19a, Bar14, BFRP13, BS18, BP17, BP12, BGH+17, Bat15, BRC+15, BLY18, Bea17, BBGL17, BCHY09, BDKL17, BKT14, BBG12, BB12, BM16, BIG17, BSVT12, BK17, BdMM15, BP19b, BMvS+07]. R [BLM+15, BVE+15, BN10, Bon18, BPGC14, BDdM11, BPB09, B18, BYPJ19, BCA07, Bra15, Bra14, Bra17, BS13, BWMC21, BPD08, BKvT+14, BMGT15, BEHB17, Bür17, Bur12, But05, But08a, CF14, CdM10, CSNF18, Cam12, CKE20, Can17, CC08, CG15, CDP20, Car13, CB17, CP11, CFHBK11, CA15, Cer17, Cha12, CQZ+10, CGBN14, Cha10, CKSLS12,
CP12, CC11, CA17, CKY14, CGC11, CBHK21, CMS+11, CS12, CGC14, CLL17, CFSR15, CHML17, CNZ10, CO16, CM08, Cro20, CF08, CGS09, CJM06, Cu11, CI17, DM18, DC09, Dah20, DLN17, DHM11, DB13, DBZ+11, DC05, DR20, DMD15, Den16, DH05, DLC06, DW17, DCS20, DM18, DK18, DOV17, DV20, DM19, DPH18, Duo07, DHF15, DGP08, EWMR20, EN11, EF11, ESO16, ESKHB20, EE07, EVBK19, EBO+13, EMU20, EL09].

R [FS10a, FBdlF12, FHM08, Fel12, FT08, FDB12, Fer11, FDGD16, FHH17, Fie12, FBC07, Fir03, Fir05, FO15, FMM+20, FC11, Fok20, FM18, Fox03, Fox05b, FH09, FC12, FL16, FS20, FM08, FBF14, FK17, FGEM12, FNB20, FSI1b, GRMS11, GR16a, GRD13, GSD12, Gan15, Gas11, GGC+15, GFPB19, GAS15, GRK+16, GP12, GG16, GKZ16, GK16, GKD14, Gie09, GGK10, GLC+15, GAC12, GFS14, GDMB08, GFC12, Gos11, Gra07, GT10, Gra16, GvdMW09, GVM16, GW18, Gr06, Gr06b, Grö14, Grö18b, GSW20, GvdLI12, GZP14, GZ09, GH11, GKKZ12, Gu14, Guh07, GB20, GV12, Had10, HPWdL15, HHB08a, HD10, HBF17, HPHD19, HHY06, HH14, HD18, HSL11, Han05, Han06a, Han06b, HW07, Han07a, Han07b, HZBB20, Har10, HWM16, HD12, HXY12, HM18, HP09].

R [HH19, HH07b, HMM21, HHVY20, Hla16b, HM11, HM16, HO20, HL09, Hof11, HGK+20, HMS16, Hol8, Hol9, HL07, Hol12, HMR+13, HG14, HI20, HS18, HSG12, HGG08, HK08, HWY18, IP08, IV05, ILS11, ICL16, JvdBP07, Jac11, Jac16, JPM19, Jai19, JM15, JJJ14, JHQ+11, JP16, JGMA18, JML+20, JD15, JCPL19, Joh07, JS05, Jon07, KOS20, KHLF+12, KSHZ04, KM08, KN05, KL14, Kas16, Kav15, KK15, KS14, Kie08, KWE+17, KE14, Ko06, KNI16, KSS+07, Kle16, KM08, KN03, KM14, KG17, KR10a, KY10, Kol16, KK14, KSBZ16, KPSH15, KV13, KMTS14, KT16, Kra07, KPRP+19, KSP15, Kuh08, KR13, Ku03, LPPD14, LT16, LAF+17, Lam12, LDHM21, LH12, LRGTA12, LNV+20, LL10, LW16, LJH08, LIL+15, Lee13, LM13, LM18, Lee18, LRL+18a].

R [LMO+19, Lei10, Lei13, Lei04, LHS08, LSPvdL17, Len09b, Len16, LR20, LQC+12, LBW18, LM14, LM19, LFF17, LM03, LZHC17, LR15a, LS15, LL11, LBC+16, LC10, LSL20, LHA+15, LR15b, LRN18b, LRRÁCS14, dUJ13, dU14, L12, LCSC14, Lup09, MdL10, MCR15, MR12, MF14, MB17, MHJS16, MS19, MH07, MdL10, MMB15, MHE20, MHM20, Mar06a, MTP15, MH15, MB15, MDvdV19, MGF+20, MBGK18, MQP11, MRHA20, MV17, MF15, MCA19, MP14, MPM14, MYK07, MZ08, MS11, MMR20, MCM2, Mel16, MJGM10, Men13, MW07, MH09, MH17, MV11, MNT17, MRT+19, MP12, MP09, MW19, ML11, MTvdM15, MB11, MV14, MHD17, MdÚAC10, MN14, Mug10, MvS07b, MAG+11, Mul14, Mü13, MRL12, Mur03, Mun09, MG09, NK06, NR16, Nag18, Nag21, Nar05, NV11, Nas14, NG07, ND12, NGBK12].

R [NL12, NaSL16, NRD16, NAA17, OH11, OHD17, Ob14, OCR14, OL17, Oom13, OK14, OWA20, PLZ+15, PPGD15, PP17, Pan15, Pap15, PLRC10, PSS+17, Pek12, PG15, PSY20, Pen06, Pen08b, PJSPC17, PKZ+12, PP18, PE19, Pet10, PF11, PR07, Pfa08, PSS20, PV20, Phi10, PU13, PK08, Pir10, PC11, PD19, PT07, PT09, PPT20, PLLC11, PLR+16, PLPL17, PM18, QY19, dREP12, RS07, Rec06, RBB18, RC17, RG07, RJH14, RS05, RBH15,
Riz06, Riz10, Riz16, RD21, RST19, RFKM12, RR11, RMG12, Ros15, Ros12, RGD12, Röv20, dVSWAL17, Rulf09, RVC19G, SF18, SSH16, SFS12, Sar16, SD17, SH17, SH20, SP14, Sav16, SE18, SIR+11, SZ11, Sch11, SME+09, Sch16, SIRC16, Scr13, SR18, Scu10, Sct17, Sek11, SVMMRP17, SAR11].

R [SBMG06, Sho13, SS19, SHFB17, SCS13, Smi07, SYC08, SLS+12, SP10, SPS10, SvdLN17, SLo09, SSM21, Spe13, SDJ20, SR07b, SLMV17, SKZ05, SM07, SLG05, Su17, SHY11, SSV14, SSS+20, TP11, TW11, TKM17, TM15, TKM06, TKM07, TMW18, TV11, TDRD13, TDRD15, TB17, TR17, TPE19, TKM15, TMKD17, TMN16, Ten18, TM05, TFH12, TSH20, Thi14, TFR16, TD07, TR14, TK17, TYH+14, Tiv19, TH08, Tou15, TGG17, TSV20, TF12, Tus11, USA19, UNBK17, UAK+15, ÜKD09, ÜS10, USHH18, VML12, VW13, VSV09, VG09, Var14, VFV13, VPCS14, Ver18, VKVC15, Ver12, Vie10, VV16, VMK18, VdL09, VIn17, VYD+12, VS10, WAGL12, WDT+12, WMS17, WKL08, WW11, Wan11, Wan13b, WLH+18, WZL20, WCLS20, Was15, Wec10, WB07, WF12, Wei12, Wei02, We18].

R [WDM+11, WZQW20, WS11, WST11, WM14, WSZ12, WCB11, WBEE19, WMR16, WZ17, XMW10, XWH15, Xie13, XH20, YZZ+20, YEL18, You10, YMB20, Yu10, ZA17, ZFZ10, ZLHK02, ZK08, ZKJ08, ZC10, ZUL14, ZKG20, ZF15, ZPC+16, ZQS16, ZWH17, ZHZ20, ZP13, ZPZW21, ZD17, dSdSF14, dLM09a, dLMH09, dLM09b, dLM09c, dWUF11, dIG10L9, vBGO11, vE17, vdA07, vdA12, vDdL21, vDwG11, But15, Dem17, Edd09a, Edd11, Gla16, Gru15b, Gro08, Han15, Hel15, Hil15a, How16b, Kha15a, Kha16b, Mat16a, Nun15, Pos15, VM09b, Wil14a, Zei15, Zei16, Arm19, Bar18, Bow09, Bul06, Chr09, CH11, Dem18b, Dow16, Dow17, Edd09b, Edd09c, Edl11, Edl12b, Edd12a, Eva11, Fri12, GR16b, Gou10, Grö11, Grö18a, Hel16a, Hil10b, Hou11, Hou16a, Kha18b, Leo10, Lor17].

R [Mai06, Mal09, Mat15, Mun14, Oom10, Pav16, Pav20, Rui16, Rus15, San10b, San11, She11, Soc10, Str10, Wic08b, Wic08a, WG10, Yal10, Zho10, dL05b, dL06, dL09a, dL09c, dL09b].


Radiation [Lam12]. RAGE [PSW07]. Raju [Cer17]. ramps [SYC08].

Random [Bea17, Bre04, BILL07, CF14, CNLR19, Cro20, DB13, Dry09, FS10b, JJJ14, KCCG11, KJ14, Kur14, LCD18, MR12, MTW04, MIG12, MH08, PB15, Pat16, PWS07, Röv20, Sar16, SMM+15, SL18, TMK17, VDT14, WZ17, XTL13, YS12, ZWH17, dI17, MT00, PL05, SMD11].

RAPAppArmor [Oom13], Rare [KZ03], RARtool [RSW15], Rasch
[ALV07, DBBD07, FSLZ12, Hoh18, MH07, OC15, VHM07], Rate [SAR11].
Rates [MP14], Ratings [HD12], Ratio [MVS13, Wan13a], Rational
[BH07, BH08b], Ratios [Mar06b, McB06], Raton
[Gle16, Grö15a, Grö16, Kha16b, Zei15], RATS [Doa11], Rcapture [BR07].
Rchoice [Sar16], RcmdrPlugin.survival [FC12], Rcpp [EF11].
RcppEigen [BE13], Ready [MY13, VYD+12], Ready-to-Use [VYD+12].
REALCOM [CGK11], REALCOM-IMPUTE [CGK11], Reasoning
[YMB20], Reassessment [SMS13], REBayes [KG17], Recapture
[BR07, YSH15], Receiver [LW03], Recipe [SH17], recmap [Pan18].
Recognition [Mai07], Recognize [Coo97], Recording [BK17], Recovering
[PLR+16], Rectangular [Pan18], Recurrence [BFC02], Recurrent
[KMM+17], Recursive [Mey13], Redistricting [AM11], Reduced
[FS12, Fri06], Reduced-Rank [Fri06], Reduction
[AR14, CFT11, CHML17, MDvdV19, Wei02], Redundancy [LV16], Redux
[Koe08], Reference [Kle16], Referenced [FBG15, FBC07].
REGCMPNT [Bel11b], Regimen [WMS17], Region [Bra14], Regional
[LQC+12], Regionally [KPRP+19], Regions [BM12, Som98, Som01],
Registration [BLY18], Regression
[AS02, AB17, ABS01, Bar18, BFRP13, BRC+15, Belln1b, BV17, BdMM15,
Bon18, BKL05, BRG20, BR17, Car13, CGC11, CRW05, CNZ10, DNL17,
DSD13, DCL06, Dha10, DM18, DPSH18, DS15, Edl04, FS12, FW18, Ger14,
GKZ16, Gou10, Gra07, Grö06, GZP14, GZK12, HM18, Hei16b, Hil09a,
HVV20, HGK+20, Jam99, JLZJ05, JFDB15, KB16, KN05, KL14, KMB19,
KZ03, Koe08, KV13, Lei04, Len09a, LM14, LBC+16, LHA+15, LGF+18,
LWOW18, Mai09a, Mai09b, MHH20, MW10, MV17, MH05, MV07, Mü16,
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